





































compared  to last 
year's 









ballots  allocating $2 
of their A.S. fee 
directly to the campus 
organization  
of their choice. 
The ballot listed 260 
campus 
organizations  eligible 
to receive 
money if 
selected by five 
or more 
students. 
However, since some students 
voted only on the candidates and 
initiatives and some cast only 
revenue sharing ballots, the exact 
number
 of people voting in the 
election is 
slightly  larger than 2,510. 
Rebecca Graveline, current A.S. 
vice president and Students for 
Action, Access and Accountability
 
SFA) candidate for president, said 
the turnout was "about what I ex-
pected." She said groups had more 
of an incentive to get out the vote 
because of the revenue sharing plan. 
She  also said this year's election 
was more controversial
 than last 
year's in terms of both candidates 
and initiatives. 
last year, Mike 
Medina, running on the SFA slate, 
won the presidency by a landslide as 
SFA  
captured the 10 board of 
directors' 





of the A Fresh Start party,
 
called 
the turnout "pretty fair." 
However, 
he
 said, "We could have 
had 
triple  that if we had a 
month  to 
develop













































rejected  two 
initiatives
 that would 
have in-
creased 
their fees and approved 
another giving 
them more control 
over the fees they already
 pay. 
The $1 IRA fee 
increase  was 
defeated 1,350 to 903 
and  the 
CalPIRG 
Initiative  failed by a vote 
of 1,436 to 
882. The Automatic 
Funding Initiative passed 
over-
whelmingly, 1,603 to 648. 
The initiative approved 
by the 
voters
 was also the one which 
seemed to 
stir the most 
controversy 








Students  fee will 
be
 given 
to the Music 
Department,  50 
cents  to 
the 
Spartan  Daily 
and 25 cents 
each 
to



















 the title "A 
Very Spartan 
Daily"
 with the 
reasons
 for their 
stand 
on
 the issue 
printed  on the 
Several  students hurry to register their votes as 
one  of the three 
Associated Students polling 









 Daily received 
more money 













The Daily will 
receive
 $158 in 
Associated 


















 for $106. 
Delta 







 46 ballots were cast for 
each of them. 
A total of 128 campus groups will 
receive $4,414 from revenue sharing 




2,397  students cast 
ballots in 
the revenue sharing part of 




 fewer than 
five votes and 












version titled "A 
Very Spartan 
Daily?"
 which attacked 
the position 










 by the police






"We're going to 






 not intended 
as a 
threat but was only a 
spoof of 
the much -publicized comment made 
by former President Carter to Sen. 
Edward 
Kennedy,  D-Mass., during 
the 1980 presidential campaign:
 
"I'll whip his ass." 
Jim Rowen, who







on the Students for 
Action,  
Access and Accountability 
SFA 
ticket, apparently 
did not find the 
comment 
amusing  and 
complained  
to the police. 
A.S. 


































When  the Spartan 
Daily  went 
to press at 3 a.m, this 
morning,  
the election results for 
the three 
Associated
 Students  executive 
officer  positions and the 12 
board  
of 




A.S.  election 
board  
began the 




after the polls 
had  





















































campaigning  outside 
the Student Union on the part of 
members of a 
Berkeley  group and 
proponents















The  non-profit group plmned
 to 













$3 semesterly fee 
would 
have  been 














estimated the group 
would 
























Students also rejected 
the 
initiative





 to IRA 
funds.  
However, an advisory 
referendum tied to the initiative
 
which 
called  for the increase to be 
spent on instructionally related 
activities other than athletics,
 
passed by an overwhelming margin. 
Last year, athletics 
received  
$215,000 of the 
$234,998  allocated. 
Without the
 $1 Increase, 
the 





































million,  five-year 
plan for 
major repairs and 
refurbishing  of 
Joe West Hall, the 
six  brick dor-
mitories, the Dining
 Commons and 
Spartan 
City  is 'being developed by 
Auxiliary Enterprises. 
Funding for the project will 
come from rent increases 
and the 
CSUC repair 
and  replacement 
reserve fund. 
Under





 residents will pay an 
additional
 $55 each semester that
 
will be earmarked
 for the project. 




 $190,000 per 
year with the remainder
 of the 
money coming 
from
 the reserve 







 of the statewide fund would 
be 
about $70,000 next year. 
"There is no 
guarantee  we will 
get all of the funds
 we request from 
the 




 to compete with 17 
other  
schools  for the money," 
McGinley 
said. 
Spartan City residents can
 also 
expect  a rent increase of $15 to 
$20, a 




"We want to 
upgrade the 
buildings to a more 
acceptable  
standard," McGinley
 said. "By 
making the 
repairs
 we can extend 
the lifespan of the 















are made the 




Much of the 
wear
 and tear on the 
buildings
 was caused by vandals,
 
McGinley said. Vandalism has 
in-
creased
 in the last three years
 
although McGinley did




replacement the most will 
be given 







planned for that year, then the 
unrepaired items will be at 
the "top 
of the list in the 
next
 year," he said. 
The  first year




$280,000. The bulk of 
the  costs will be 
for new furniture 
and carpets in Joe 
West Hall arid new ceilings in 
the 
common areas
 of the red brick 
dorms, which include
 hallways, 
study areas and living
 room areas. 
Other items 
in the fiscal year 
1981/82 plan include carpet for the 
Dining Commons,
 new bathroom 
stalls, 
miscellaneous equipment 
repair and new drapes in some of the 
dormitory rooms. 
In the past, 
McGinley  said, 
maintenance crews were
 assigned to 
repair things as problems
 arose. 
"In 
the  future we intend to 
anticipate 
problems before they 
arise so we can repair them before 
they get to the point of having to be 
replaced entirely," he 
said. 
A painting 
schedule  has been 
implemented,
 with hallways and 
common areas scheduled 
to be 
painted every three 
years and 






































Holes in the wallboard and 
graffiti 
adorn  the walls on almost  
every floor 
of
 the high-rise dorm 
which houses 588 students. Painting 
and  plastering work has already 
begun on the 
upper  floors, he said. 
The interior 
lighting will be 
changed to fluorescent lighting, he 
said, "so the students 
don't have to 
live like mole people anymore." 




 bills in the long run, 
The newest carpet in Joe
 West is 
five years old, 
McGinley said. A 
large portion
 of that carpet 
was  
defective because the 
vinyl backing 
has been disintegrating
 causing the 
carpet to come apart. 
One of the major expenditures 
will be for new 
furnishings in the 
common areas. At least $90,000 
will  
be spent in the first year to replace 




 Enterprises plans to 
purchase 40 sofas, 40 
chairs,
 30 
coffee tables and 60 end tables. In 
the future,
 furniture will be repaired 
on a regular basis,
 he said. 
McGinley plans to replace an 
emergency generator 
on the roof 
that will be 15 years old in 1984 with a 
more "cost
 effective" diesel 
generator that 




 plans also calls
 for an 
overhaul  of building steam
 lines that 
were installed 
crookedly  when the 
building was  
constructed,  he said. 
McGinley
 said the 
generator  has 
been subjected
 to weathering
 on the 
roof and is 
"not  reliable." 




which house a total of 1,200 students, 
will receive extensive repairs and 
refurbishing,
 McGinley said. 
Lighting in the three-story 
buildings
 will also be changed to 
fluorescent, he said, "guestimating" 
this 
would  save $20,000 per year in 
electricity costs. 
The common areas of the 22 -
year -old buildings will have new 
acoustical ceilings installed. Over 
the years residents 
have
 punched 









of new tile 
work, 
McGinley said.
 The grout 
between
 the tiles is 
starting  to crack,
 
he 
said, and the 
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Holes
 like


































































 uproar and forced the
 city council to 
vote
 down a zoning change that would
 have permitted a 
board and 
care  home to 
open.  
On
 the street near the campus
 where the accused 
murderer lived the 
residents
 either did not know 
about 
the incident or 
did not care. 
Many 
residents
 have simply 
become
 numb to the 
violence 
that is part of the 
campus  community. 
The tragedy of this 
murder is that perhaps 
it
 could have been avoided.
 
In the early 1970's
 when then Governor 
Reagan










 flooded the 
downtown  area. 
This 
happened because in 
the early 1970's large
 homes in the area 
were 
abandoned by 
fraternities  as the 
Greeks  saw their 
numbers  dwindle 
as
 a 
result of the war 
in Vietnam or 
because  homewners
 saw more profit
 to be 
made from state
 and federal 
money.  
Also, former 
mental  patients 
are  not as likely 
to











his  concept 
was for 
mental  
patients  to 
become










was  a 
noble




than  to 
warehouse the 
mentally ill in 
institutions.  
But the 
problem  is 
that





people in a 
single  area 





permitting  this 
concentration  
to
 exist, the 




 and the San
 Jose City 
Council  have 
created  a 
subcommunity  
within a community. 
For 










both  fear and 
feel


















munity  but now 
living
 in other poor 
neighborhoods in 
the county, are 
taking 
buses  into the 
downtown  area to 
visit
 friends in board 
and care homes 
here. 
While it can 
be said that this 
is not bad, it does
 create an 
additional  
burden  for 
merchants  and 
residents,  
especially
 when one 
considers  the 
number  of friends 
that visit the 
neighborhood.  
The second 
problem  is more 
serious
 and involves 
alcoholism.  
The 
matter  has received 
little, if any, 
attention
 but is cause for
 alarm. 
With
 little more to do than roam the 
streets,
 many of the board and care 
residents have turned 
to the bottle as a way to 



































































































Indeed, how could the 
average American sleep 
without  
knowing  the little 
pieces
 of gossip that 




 for the truth. 
They just have
 an insatiable desire
 to read about the 
troubles of 
their heros and heroines,
 whether it's true 
or
 
not makes no 
difference.  
In fact, truth 
has  never been a 
prerequisite
 for these 
ludicrous
 stories. The only 
prerequisite
 is that it must sell 
the tabloid. One cannot really blame the Enquirer for 
bringing joy to over 
five million people at the expense of 
one star. 
But in their own little way the Enquirer is providing a 
service to its readers. It is hard for the common person to 
believe that all the
 glitter and gold of Hollywood isn't 
located in the 
middle  of a cesspool. 
It is so much more fun to read that Debby Boone is 
defying her father and dating a punk rock star, than it is to 
Truth has never been a prerequisite 
for the Enquirer's 
ludicrous  stories 
read about a young boy dying 
in Juvenile Hall ( only the 
first story was fabricated) 
The basic fact of the matter is people don't mind being 




 can fight back! They can sue as Burnett 
did or they can call the articles 'lies' as Johnny Carson 
recently did. 
But for the average celebrity the only thing to do is 
grin and bear it or bear it 
and grin. Either way the 
Enquirer will get  the "untold story". 
U.S. 
crime
 on the 
upswing;  
gun 































People  were 
frantic





in the White House, with all 
those  deadly buttons 
at 
his  disposal. 
Although the jury is 
definitely  still out on President
 
Reagan, the fact remains that no 
American  had died in a 
war since his election to office. 
We're still dying violently however,
 and at a most 
alarming rate. 
You won't find answers for 
all the deaths in Russian 
expansionism,  Middle East flare-ups or South American 
revolution  the problem lies much closer to home. 
Violent crime is on an upswing in the United States, 
with murder heading the list. 
In any given week, 400 Americans are murdered, 
not 
by Russians, Arabs or El Salvadoransbut by 
other 
Americans.  
It's crazy, but America is a nation at war with itself. 
Last month, Chief Justice Warren Burger warned of 
the "reign 
of
 terror in American cities." 
He spoke of how criminals and their crimes have a 
stranglehold 
on us all. 
Crime is changing the 
way  America lives. 
America is no longer a nation 
of
 unlocked doors and 
good  neighbor policy. We now put three or 
four
 locks on 
each door and God 
help  the homeowner who comes home 
to surprise a burglar
 in the act if he needs 
the assistance 
of a neighbor 
or passerby. Americans 
would rather not get 
involved.
 
I feel the hold crime has on me. 
I'm constantly imagining guns in the bulging 
pockets 
of tough
-looking  guys walking past me 
on
 the sidewalk. 
Guns under
 the jackets of young 
gang
 members hanging 
out on street corners. A 
















 and 5 p.m. weekdays, or 
by 
mail  




 San Jose State 
University,
 125 S 







































































motorist who I 
have just, accidentally  
c-ut off on the 
freeway.
 I see guns everywhere. 
You can call me 
paranoid,
 but I don't think I'm 
the 
only 
one  afflicted with 
this
 new type of 
mental
 illness. I 
think
 I'm in the majority.
 
But this 
new  paranoia isn't based




it's born of a 
realization.  
Last  year in the city of New 





 for a minute. The
 total number of 
SJSU dorm 
students  dead, at the 
hands
 




 frightening is the FBI
 estimate that 
roughly one-third
 of all these 
murders  are committed
 by 
someone
 the victim 




 is what has most 
American 
locking  and barricading 
their doors at night. 
Deeds like the unbelievably




climate  of fear in 
our country. No 






 I have simply 




 an ominous 
problem.  What can 
be
 done 
to halt or at 
least  slow down a 
rampaging  violent 
crime  
rate ( murder, 
rape,  assault and 
robbery  ) that has 
risen  
from
 363.5 per 100,000
 people in 1970 to 
535.5 in Iva? 
last year's 
tabulations are still 
incomplete, but the 
FBI  assures us 
that
 final totaLs will





aren't  readily 
forthcoming,  but 
something 
must  be done, and
 something 
worth  trying is gun 
control. 
Guns 
were  responsible 
for approximately





They  remain 
the  most efficient
 way for one 
human 
being  to kill 
another.  
Opponents





 the sale 
and use 
of handguns,
 is not 
realistically  feasible
 or morally
 right. They 
quote  the U.S.
 
Constitution  






 arms in 
public  and that 
no








 on all 
counts,
 but how 
long  can 
we go on 
doing  what's 
morally  right when
 our friends 
and 
neighbors 
are dying all 
around  us form 
bullet  wounds? 
The time for





 The intent 
of
 the Spartan 
Daily Opinion 












 will discuss 
local, state, 
national




position  of 
the
 Daily. Opinion 
columns express
 




organization  and will 
appear  with a 
byline 
attributing
 the article 
ac-
cordingly. 
 The Daily 










Releases  should be 
submitted as 
early as 
possible to the 
City  Editor 
at the 
Spartan Daily 
office  or by 
mail. 
The sooner the 
release  is 
received, the better 
coverage  the 
topic may receive. 
 
All releases should
 include a 
telephone number 
that  can be called 







right to limit, 
rewrite
 and edit press 
releases
 for length, style, 







 they are given for 
mental disorders, the 
city 
council  may have
 created a 
whole  new can of 
worms, the 
effects  of 
which  may not be 
known  for some time. 
In any 
case,  it can only be to the 
detriment  of these people.
 
What then is the solution to the 
flood of mentally handicapped 
people
 into 
the  downtown area? 
The answer




First, as San Jose Councilman
 Tom McEnery has proposed, other cities 
in the county 
must  share the responsibility
 of caring for these 
people.
 
Second, the city of San
 Jose must provide
 
facilities
 immediately so that 
board and care residents have 






the future, when sites are chosen for
 board and care homes, 
they must not be 
rammed
 down the throats of poorer 
neighborhoods  who 
have little voice in the 
matter.  
It should
 be noted that in lower income communities the crime 
rate  is 
usually higher,and at least in the campus community 
the board and care 
residents are 
most  often the targets 
of crime. 
Is 
crime  and violence the world we want to adjust 
these people to? 
Obviously not, but perhaps if the board and care resident 
who  is charged 
with the murder
 in Santa
 Clara had been place
 in a 
better  
community  to 
begin with and given an opportunity
 to adjust in a less violent area, a life 









Campus  Public 
Safety 
Advisory 


















that the media, 
namely,  the 
Spartan  Daily, 








 surveillance issue 
on campus, by 
tending
 to polarize the
 issue and 
make 
the  police appear 










 the campus police' 
were objective 









job  in 
their 
proposal.  This 










The committee wishes 
to 
commend the University Police 
Department for the dedicated and 
professional job they perform on 
campus. 
It is our hope and intention that 
campus police, with the
 assistance 
of the campus community, students, 
faculty and staff, can now proceed 
with the business of making SJSU a 














Registration  reported 









land ends on 
July



















































How long, America . . 










































































































































































der of see 





















the director of the program 
Associated  
Students  board. 
program board,
 A.S. board 
of directors 














two members of the 
program board. 
After an hour-long 
meeting, board members 
say they had no com-
ment" on the issue until 




on a conflict 
between films 
chairman 
Kevin Johnson and board 
director William Rolland 













said  he wants 
to take over all 
of John-
son's 
responsibilities  as 
films 
chairman,
 except for 
managing





taken  on more 
work
 than he 
could  handle. 
According to Johnson, 
however, Rolland tried to 
take over all 
his respon-
sibilities as films chairman 
and tried to dismiss him 
twice 
Rolland said the 
conflict with Johnson was 
only one reason the 
Monday 
movies held in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium 
were cancelled. The 
movies had also not made 
enough money and 
audience turnout was low, 
Rolland  said. 
REPAIRS   
-continued from page 1 
McGinley said 
the  plan 
calls for replacing all of the 
wooden fire doors in the 
buildings 










 them with steel
 
doors at 
a cost of $40,000 we 
can 
alleviate
 the problem 
once and




replaced.  Many 
have 
been
 kicked in and 
pieced 
back  together, he 
said. This causes problems 
with locks fitting correctly, 
he added. 
New furnishings will 
also be purchased but no 
decision on what will 
be 






"A lot of equipment is 
breaking down in the D.C. 
(Dining
 Commons)  and it's 
getting to the point where it 
is costing more to repair 
equipment than to replace 
it," McGinley 
said.  New 
food preparation equip-
ment 





which moves dishes from 
the 
cafeteria
 to the dish 
washing 
room,  is slated for 
a $25,000 overhaul. 
The current conveyor 
system was installed only a 
few years ago to 
replace 




 present system, 
McGinley said, has a "bad 
design" and is "sloppily 
made:' Wooden bearing 
were found in some parts of 
the system during a recent 
repair.  
The money
 will not go 
toward replacing the 
conveyor,
 only rebuilding 
parts of it, he said.
 
The Dining Commons 
will receive new carpeting 
at a 
cost of $27,000 and will 
also have 
many




1985-86 phase of the 
plan calls 
for the re-roofing 
of the building. 
That
 is the 
earliest date the 
roof
 can 




he said. If no 
major leaks occur,
 the re-
roofing will be 
delayed
 

























 are doing their best 
to
 keep the 
structures 
"afloat" until a decision is 
made on what to do with 
the




calls for an 
estimated 
expenditure 
of $135,000 at 
Spartan
 City, but McGinley 
said he 
doubted whether 
that much money will be 
spent. 
Even with the ex-
penditure,
 he said, less 
than 100 of the 148 units 
could remain in service. 
The buildings were 
originally designed 
to 
havea lifespan of 
20
 to 30 





 is spent, 
fewer than 50 
units would 
be habitable by 1986, he 
estimated. 
Each year 






maintenance  and repairs. 
The 1981-82 phase calls for 
an additional




new stoves. The 
newest




 was purchased in 
1961,  
he said, but most are much 
older
 than that. 
A.S. 

















Board  of Direc-

































allocated for the con-






bulletin boards to be placed 
on the main level of the 
Student Union. 
Also recommended for 
funds were the San Jose 
State Lions ($510),  a soccer 









Controller Tom Fil said 
next week's special 













 adviser John 
Cognetta,






























 for the ap-









Union and more 
students 






If the funding 
is
 ap-





 will be designed by 
Tom 
McGinley  of 
Auxiliary  
Enterprises and be com-
mercially constructed. 
The bulletin 
boards  can 
be moved
 to any ap-
propriate place and 
would 
be 
constructed  so they 
could 
be placed back to 














the special allocations 
Spartan
 Daily 
Serving the San 
Jose
 State 
t rniversity Community 




Second class postage paid 
at San 
Jose, California Meir,ber of Cal-
ifornia Newspaper Publishers 
Association and the Associated 
Press 
Published  daily 
by San 
Jose State University. 
during  
the college year The opinions 
expressed in the paper are not 













 on a 
remain-
der of semester basis Full sea-
denuc 
year.























 will ask 
for $510 for the 
SJSU Lions 
soccer club so 
the team can 
pay a $200 league fee. The 
remainder 




team will have an 
SJSU











The civil engineering honor 
society will 















$50 to pay for
 each speech 
and $25 for 


















 $400 for the 
Spanish  Theater for the 
May 14 production
 of a two-
hour
 dramatic 







would be used for lighting, 
technicians, stage, props 
and printing costs for the 
programs. 
The  objective of the 




with  a creative 
means by which to learn 
and practice Spanish 




































































































NEVER NEED AN APPOINTMENT 










 coast -to-coast 




























and  most 
are  rusting. 





 for  two 
reasons. 








money  because it 
costs more to 
repair than to 
replace the 
lighting.  
All of the 
money to be 
spent on 
Spartan
 City is for 
material costs











lighting  will 
be added outside the 
dorm  
areas for security pur-
poses,
 he said. 





brighter, and high pressure 
sodium  which is cheaper to 
operate," he said. 
In areas
 where 
students have blazed paths
 





the shortcuts rather than 
putting in new plants. 
Wednesday. Aprii 1, 1981,
 Page 3 
"I don't know if the 
state 
will go for that 
but 
we'll try anyway," he said.
 







of a new 
truck. 
"We're  driving 
a 1962. 
pickup right 
now. I'm not 
even
 sure what 
make it is, 
the 
thing is so 
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Throughout this semester we will be 
presenting  articles 
concerning sonship as revealed
 in the Bible, as well as 
testimonies of 
our experience of Christ. Below we present two 
personal testimonies concerning salvation 
and seeking of the 
Lord. 
When I was just about to enter Princeton University in 1957, 
I met a Christian doctor and his wife. At that time I had become 
an atheist, although my parents had taken me to church as a 
child. I was completely convinced that science had an answer to 
all 
questions,  
and  that God did not
 exist 
because
 I saw no 
evidence for His existence. Anything 
connected with Jesus and 
the Bible was ludicrous and intellectually untenable, and 
I used 
to ridicule Christians. The doctor and his wife 
nevertheless 
invited me to Christian meetings in their home. I went out of 





There was no minister 
or 
pastor conducting the meeting. Instead, many of the people at 
those meetings would stand up to speak and share their 
testimony of what Christ had done in their lives, and I was 
deeply moved by them. At  one of these meetings, the doctor's 
wife asked me to stand up and read 
aloud for them from Isaiah 
53. As I came to 
the verse "He is despised and rejected of men; a 
Man of sorrows, and acquainted with grief: and we hid as it 
were our faces from Him; He was 
despised  and we esteemed 
Him not," the Holy Spirit pierced my conscience and pointed out 
that I had despised and rejected Him. Then I read, "but He was 
wounded for our 
transgressions,  He was bruised 
for 
our 
iniquities: the chastisement of our peace 
was upon Him; and 
with His stripes we are healed." Every
 time I came across the 
word "our" and "we," I had the distinct impression that they 
somehow




Isaiah  was 
speaking 
concerning  the 
Lord 
Jesus, 
Who,  in 









me. Furthermore, I 
was surprised, and indeed frightened, to 
find this passage of Scripture, which was a clear portrayal of 
Christ's suffering in the 
Old Testament, which I knew was 
written centuries before Christ. By the Lord's Word He created 
within me faith in  the Lord Jesus, which I previously 
did not 
possess. I 
praise  him 
and 
thank




also  thank 






Here I found that 
by the 
mutual  ministering of 
Christ
 to one 
another, I have 
been  
strengthened,  nurished 




 true meaning of Ephesians
 4:16. Praise 










When I was six 
years  old, I was taught that there was a God, 
and I believed in Him. I was also taught 
that Jesus was God who 
came 
to the earth, lived a perfect life as a man, was 
one who 
loved the little children, and 
that
 He died for us. One day, as I 
was reflecting on the sacrifice that He 
made by dying for us, 
giving
 up His whole life for us, for me, I felt I 
wanted  to give my 
life to this 
Jesus,
 that this was the only right thing 
for  me to do. 
My heart was softened
 toward Him, and I was brought
 to tears. 
However, after this time, my impression of God grew to  be 
that He was very mysterious, awesome, distant and un-
touchable. This was 
due  to what I was taught, and due to what I 
observed of the
 older people who practiced rituals every Sun-
day, having set responses to a 
set program. The ones who taught 
me 
said that we should live like Jesus did, trying never to sin, 
obeying the ten commandments, 
remembering  and confessing 
our sins to a priest once a week if we failed.
 All of this seemed 
logical to me, and I never thought to question anything, but 
occasionally
 I would pause to think about the man Jesus, 
who He 
was, 
and  what He must have done for us by dying on the cross. 
My family 
moved to 
California  from 
the East Coast
 when I 
was eleven
 years old.
 At this time,




















 I didn't 
have  much 
interest  in 
going  to 
"church,"
 and I 
didn't  feel 
too  bad 
about
 it. 
Occasionally  I 
would  pray,
 but I 
couldn't
 tell if 






 not. By 
this  
time 
religion  was 
just one 





 junior year of 
high school, I had




 since we moved
 across the 
school
 boundaries by 
a 
few streets This 
was the beginning of a change in my happy, 
comfortable 
life style. In the new
 school, I joined 
a club run by 
my 
Physics
 instructor. He 
was very philosophical,
 and most of 
the top 
students
 in the school 
were
 attracted to his 
type
 of deeper 
thinking. 
At the time he 
wouldn't  tell us from 
where  he was 
deriving
 his information, but 
later I discovered that 
it
 was from 
the Bahai 
religion.  I was very interested
 in practicing this way 
of life 
At the same time, I 
started
 dating a boy who was very in-
volved with psychology, mainly with the 





 began to be 
questioned.  I 
was  told 
that 
my 
concepts  of life were 





necessarily  correct. Being 
very
 im-




















pressionable, I set out to practice all  of these new and in-
teresting ideas. This went on for four years, and during this time 
my grades fell, my 
relationship  with my family and friends was 
nearly ruined, and I couldn't distinguish between right and 
wrong. Then, in my sophomore 
year of college I joined an ex-
change program to attend a school in Boston for one semester. 
At this time my liberated,
 free thinking caught up with me. One 
time after another I was hurt badly, and being away from home. 
I didn't have anyone to go to for help. In this condition I turned 
my heart
 to God. I cried out to Him, telling Him again that I 
would give my life to Him if He would take me through what I 
was experiencing. I think that He was waiting for me to reach 
this point. 
During this time I happened to meet some students who 
talked about the Lord Jesus in a way that I had never heard 
before. They were always centering on Jesus Himself, not 
circling around Him with their speech. Through their speaking I 
began to see who God was. Oh how lovely
 this Jesus was, and 
how sweet to my taste were  these words. By this speaking I was 
attracted to God again. 
Soon after this, I awakened to the fact that this same Jesus 
was living, and in me! God is really living! The one who I had 
always  wanted to know is now so much 
more,  and so very dif-
ferent than I had ever dreamed of. He isn't mysterious, 
awesome, distant and untouchable like I had felt ass child. Now 
I knew that I don't have to perform a set of rituals lobe accepted 
by Him, or say rote prayers to be heard by Him. God is 
closer
 
than any person could ever be to me. Everyday He is warming 
my heart to love Him, filling me with an overwhelming joy. All 
that I had longed for inwardly is being satisfied by 
this One. 
When I read the Bible, it is so vidid and real to me, 
piercing my 
heart, because it was written about he same God who is living in 
me, and the experiences of those people could 
be my ex-
periences. Now I can give my life to 
something
 I know is real. I 
only desire to experience this One
 all the time, and to be with  
people that have this same Jesus 
living  in them. 
Charlene H. Cello 
Graduate S.J.S.C. 
Liberal Studies 
We welcome and 
encourage
 your response to this series of 
articles Reprints of this 
article,





The church in San Jose. 124 
S. 1 Rh St., San Jose. CA 95112. 
Bible 
Study  on 
Ephesians
 
Thursday at 12:00 in the 








 up three 





































 one of horror,
 
but all you 
can mutter is 
"whaa,  whaa." 
A friend calls
 you on 
the phone and 
asks for a 
ride to school. You 
oblige, 
only to find before 
leaving
 








 or just 
plain 
bad luck? 





notit's all a part of the 
crazy and annual series of 
improbable events 
known  
as April Fools' Day. 
For centuries,
 the first 
day of April has 
been 
devoted to practical joking. 




American holiday like the 
Fourth of July 
or 
Thanksgiving, there is no 
doubt that some persons 
will continue each year to 











example,  your 
roommate arranges
 to 
meet you at a 
location
 10 
miles away to which he has 
no 
intention











































































































































they were asleep to in-




Once, however, she had 
a joke played 
on her, when 
friends 
said they had 
tickets
 to a concert and 
never showed
 up. 
Both Sandra Schmidt, 
Even 
the most seemingly 
innocent






































 the toilet. 
Courtney  



































junior in the 
nursing 
department  , were 
thinking 
about  calling in 
sick and not




spirit has also 














 and novelty shop, 
on San Carlos
 Street said 
joke items like 
whoopie 








































































when  they 







































counts  is 
one's  own 
ingenuity 
















by Russ Fung 
Although
 April fooling 
has become a national 
tradition, no one is 
sure 
about its
 exact origins. 
Perhaps it is ap-
propriate that April
 Fools' 
























 a Roman 
legend is the 





















 and set 
out in 
pursuit. 
Since it is 
impossible  to 
find an 





















We admit it. It takes a 
different







 you with glowing pictures of 
exotic lands. The hours as a 
volun-
teer are
 long. The pay is modest.
 And the frustrations 
sometimes  seem overwhelming.
 
But the satisfactions
 and rewards are immense. 
You'll  be immersed in a new 
culture,
 
become fluent in a new 
language, and learn far more





 in the Peace 
plishments. Such








 started in the
 
The 
progress  may seem 
modest,  but to people
 
never  before had 
clean  drinking 
water,  basic 
health  care. or 
enough  to eat, the 
Peace Corps 
brings 
a message of hope 
and  change. 
We invite 
you to look int.)




 in 65 
developing 
nations. See our representatives
 
for details. 
Corps is measured in 
small accom-
in Kenya. Irrigation systems built in 
Philippines. 
















 4 p.m. 
If 
you  miss
 us, fill out the 
postcard  inserted in 






































 day of 









will  be called 
"poisson 
d'avril"












 Pisces I fish) 
is at 
its  Zodiacal 
height  or 
that during
 this time of 
year, 
young fish are 
in 
abundance 
and  easily 
hooked. 
The
 custom of 
April  
Fools' 
Day did not become 
common in 
Great  Britain 
until the 
18th  century. In 
Scotland, the 
April fools 
are known as 
April  gowks. 
A gowk is a cuckoo. 
With the 
advent  of 
immigrant settlers 
from  
England,  America 
was 
introduced
 to the custom
 of 
practical joking on April 1. 
Wednesday,














 TUNE-UPS  BRAKES  VALVE JOBS 



























Love from your 
r 1.51 
1 










What would you do without her love? Her encouragement? 
Or her black 
walnut fudge? 
And what would her "care 
packages"  be like 
without a tall, 
cold
 glass of milk? 
Milk makes those 
"delicious  deliveries" 
taste even better. So when you open your goodies...open the milk.
 









 is your assuran, 





































































SJSU infielder Ed Retagliata (1 I slides into second base too late to evade the tag of Oregon infielder 














 the fact that the SJSU football quarterback 
situation  was unsettled at the end of last season, head 
coach Jack Elway went into the beginning of spring
 
practice yesterday knowing who his No. 
1 quarterback 
was. 
"I know the press 
will  make a big deal out of who I call 
No. 1 or No. 2," Elway 
said.
 But
 when I'm asked, I'm 
going to tell them my 
No. 1 quarterback is Steve 
Clarkson." 
Clarkson and walk-on Jack Overstreet performed 
admirably for SJSU at times last season, but Clarkson's 
strong throwing arm and Overstreet's ability to come off 
the bench and play well are the reasons for his choice. 
A 6-foot -2 junior, Clarkson had some impressive 
moments for SJSU last season, most notably his 21 -for -28 
four touchdown pass performance against Washington 
State, and his off -the-bench 16-for -33 game in the Baylor 
upset. 
A poor 16-for -55 game against Iowa State held his 
passing percentage
 to only 48.4, but he is considered by 
Elway to be an excellent 
passer.  
The fiery Overstreet is only 5-foot -10 and will never 
impress pro 
scouts  in the way Clarkson does because
 of 
his passing, but he has the quick of a waterbug and 
is a 
competent medium range thrower. 
After Clarkson went down with a shoulder injury last 
year, it was Overstreet who stepped in after Scott Ruiz 
quit the team and led the Spartans to a 7-4 
season.
 
"It was obvious that it was Jack Overstreet that 
prevented us from having a bad season last year," Elway
 
said. "He can do different things than Clarkson can do. If 
Steve happens to have a bad day, as any human being can
 
do, I know Jack gives us a terrific change of pace." 
While Clarkson is the kind of quarterback who will 
execute a play in the planned manner, Overstreet is more 
open to improvisation. A common sight on 
a pass play 
with Overstreet at 
thy
 controls
 is for him to drop back, 
then take off up the middle and run if a lane is open. 
Elway  feels that 
pre-season 
speculation
 on the 
quarterback  situation 
is somewhat 
needless,  because 
of 
unforseen 
circumstances  that can 
pop up during the 
course of a 
season. 
"If someone
 would have 
told me at the 
beginning  of 
last season
 that I would 
go
 through four 
quarterbacks,  I'd 
have 
told them they 
were crazy," 
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Mackie scored 33.15 in 
the all-around competition 
and 
Moran  had a score of 
31.80. 
Neither  mark was 
high enough to 
qualify
 
them for the National 











As a team, the Spar-
tans did not place in what 
coach 
Carolyn Cross called 
the toughest











































score of 34.00 to 
qualify for 
the Nationals," 
















































































 Karmen Shim 





















for the second 














while  Suzy Kellems 
of USC 
finished third with 
37.3 points. 









 saw that their 






















































8 is no longer
 available and 
has 
been 










 May 13 will 
play only 
on 
April  8. 
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS 011.0.1.1" 
Wednesday
 













The SJSU baseball team split 
its doubleheader on 




With the split, the 
Spartans  are 16-9-1 on the year. 
In the day game, Hugh Williamson doubled with two 
out in the 
eighth  inning to drive in Al Gallo and Stan Jones, 
capping
 a three -run rally. 
The umpires ruled that the ball rolled under the right 
field fence, despite the vacal protests of the SJSU bullpen 
that the ball was kicked under by Oregon's Eric Martinez. 
Williamson, who got off to a 
poor
 start this season, got 
a hit 
in the Riverside game too, extending his hitting 
streak 
to four games. 
"I was pressing early in the year," Williamson said. 
"I have been relaxing at the plate lately, which is the 
key." 
The rally was also aided by designated
 hitter Rod 
Daniels, who stole
 second and third after reaching on an 
error.  
Reserve catcher Clay Mills, who filled in for regular 
Jim Howard in the game, threw out two of three Ducks 
trying
 to steal. 
Eric Tretten went the distance to raise his record to 6-3 
on the year. It was Tretten's third 
win against a Pac-10 
team. 
SJSU's record against the 
Pac-I0  is now 5-1. 
In the second game, Riverside showed what made the 
Highlanders on 
the  top-ranked Division II teams, as 
they 
stole eight bases in 
the  game, including six in 




 of the steals came off 
losing  pitcher Dave 
Meibert,
 now I -I. 
"It's his 
big motion," Howard said, 
noting  that 
Meibert's problems are 
similar to those suffered on the 
mound 
by former San Francisco Giant 
Ed Halicki. 
"You just can't
 let the lead-off man as often as we did 
tonight and have him steal second," 
SJSU coach  Gene 
Menges said. 
Howard blasted his sixth 
home run of the year in the 
sixth inning. 
The Spartans had 
another  rally going in the seventh 
inning, which started 
with  Gallo's fourth triple of the year, 
Chinese Language and Cultural 
Studies
 
C LCS Oilers: 
 
Reasonable  expenses
  Travel 
 

















Housing  5200 
Accepting 
applications for all quarters 
For Free Pamphlet 
and Information: 
Chinese language 
and Cultural Studies 
P.O. Box I 




 II 597-1 101 
but 
with  runners on first and third, 
Curt  Wardle struck out 
Greg
 Robles to end 
the  inning. 
Wardle,  the Highlander's ace 
reliever, reminded 
many  in attendace of Rich Gossage 
of
 the Yankees, as he 
threw  nothing but smoke the rest of the 
way, striking out 
six Spartans, five of them consecutively. 
The Spartans
 leave for Hawaii tomorrow, where 
they
 
will play a single game and 
doubleheaders  on 
Friday
 and 
Saturday against the 
Rainbows,
 who finished 
second  
to 
Arizona in last 
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2"x4" selected. Now 
3130 In. ft. 
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE
 THOU 4 10 81 










































 . . . 
60343 
Orcolini  Plays Luz, - Aldo Ciocolini, piano 
60335 Schubert: Symphony No. 8 (Unfinished)  
Giulini/Philharmonia  Orchestra 
60286 Beethoven: Moonlight. Pathetique, Ap-
passionate Sonatas .Solomon, piano 
60182 Rossini.. 
Overtures
  Davis/Royal Phil-
harmonic
 Orchestra 
60276 Handel: Water Music and Royal Fireworks  
Sir Malcolm Sargent/Royal Philharmonic 
Orchestra 
60271 Pachebet Kanon  - Auriacombe/ Toulouse 
Chamber Orchestra 
60137 Rachmaninolf
 Piano Concerto No. 2  
Leonard Pennario/
 Los Angeles Philhar-
monic Orchestra 
60236 Orff 
Camino  Burma  Stokowski/Houston 
Symphony 
Orchestra  
60198  Copland Rodeo and Appalachian Spring - 
Irving/Concert Arts Orchestra 
60175 Hoist The Plarwts Stokowski/Los Angeles 
Philharmonic Orchestra 
60138 Verdi and Rossini Overtures  Goilini/ 
Philharmonic 
Orchestra  
60118 Vhakft Four Concertos for Too Orchestras 
SOIOLSil di Milano 





60069 Beethoven: Piano Concerto 
No.  5 lEm. 
rayon Gieseking/Phdhannonea
 Orchestra 
60023 Tchaikovsky: 1812 Overture  Sargent'
 

















 INCLUDING . 
. . 
60132 
Vivaldi:  The Four Seasons- Goberman/ 
New York Sinfonietia 
35926 Strauss: Waltzes 
Ormandy/Philadelphia  
Orchestra 




Bizet: Carmen Suites  Ormandy/Phila-
delphta Orchestra 
33200 Telemann: Fantasies for flute - Jean -Prime 
Romper
 




31923 Berlioz: Symphonic Fantastic/1re 
 Orono/ 
Toronto Symphony 
30670 Tchaikovsky: Symphony No 5 - Steil/ 
Cleveland
 Orchestra 
30489 Sibelius: Violin 
Concerto   Oistrakh/ 
Ormandy/Philodelphia Orchestra 





30048 Mozart: Eine Kleine Margarita&  Walter/ 
Columbia
 Symphony 




 Dvorak.- Symphony No. 9 (New World)  
Walter/Columbia Symphony 
30044 Borodin: Polovetsian
 Dances - Szell/ 
Cleveland Orchestra 






ON SALE - 
INCLUDING  . . . 





ACK 1-3883 Giuliani: Concerto (Or Guitar and 
String Orchestra - Julian 
Bream  
ACK
 1-3879 Liszt/Smetana: Rhapsodies - Sto. 
kowski/RCA 
Symphony Orchestra 






AGK1-3878 Dvorak: Cello Conant  Piatigorsky/ 
Munch/Boston Symphony 
ACK 
1-3790  Barber Adagio for Somas  Munch/ 
Boston Symphony 
AGKI-3711 SaintSitens:
 Symphony No. 3 
(Or. 




AGK 1-3708 Carney°, de Rompal  lean -Pierre 
Romper 




AGK1-3656 Stokowski Conducts Bach 
AGIC1-3653 Ravel: Bolero/La Volse Munch/ 
Boston Symphony Orchestra 
AGK1-3650
 Williamir 
Mtn rc from Star Wan and 
Close &MCINNIS of the
 





 in Blue/An 
.4merican rn 
Parts - Fiedler/Boston  
Pops Orchestra 
ACK 1-3366 Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto No. 
3  Wenverherg/Clurago 
Symphony 
AGI 1-3365 Pochelbel: Kaftan 
or 











395 South  Winchester Blvd. 







































































































 the fight 
was the 





 and my 
butt hitting



























 from San 
Francisco, 
who
 was the 
heavy  
favorite






him  a 
majority 
decision 






















 as if by 
poetic 










 Ricky  
Salinas  
stepped









































































in two places, 
the nerve 
that runs 
along  the base 
of the lower 










in his lower jaw 









 his jaw 
was broken twice. The first time his 
lower jaw was merely
 cracked when 
he walked into 
Johnson's  wild right 
uppercut. 
"I didn't know it was busted 
then," the 22 -year -old SJSU human
 
performance major said. "I just 
knew it hurt. I thought the worst that 





of the Garden City Athletic Club in 
San Jose and Espitia's
 boxing coach, 
suspected something was wrong 













 takes a standing eight
 
count  
from the referee after being 
knocked
-down in the second round. 
ABOVE: 
Espitia's
 coach Gus Spencer 
inspects  the damage after the
 first round. Due to the 
pain,  
Espitia didn't allow Spencer to remove
 his mouthpiece. 
when 
Espitia wouldn't allow
 him to 
remove his 
mouthpiece
 after the 
first round. 
"I told him I 





made  a 'promise'. He didn't 
say what
 it was, but knowing how 
LEFT:
 Espitia uses 
bull
-like aggression 
to subdue his 






a tactic learned 
from  football.  
Espitia
 uses a forarm 
rip to 















sheds  tears of surprise, 
joy and 
frustra 
lion at the 
announcing  of his  
majority  decision victory 
much this meant to him. I had to 
respect his wanting to continue." 
Espitia, however, doesn't 
remember the conversation he and 
Spencer had in the corner after the 
first 
round.  
"I guess I was pretty delirious," 
Espitia speculated. "I did kind of 
make a promise to my friends and 
family that I wouldn't give up no 
matter
 how bad! was hurt. 
"This was the thing inside of me, 
I guess, that kept 
me
 going," he 
added. 
In 
the  second round, Espitia was 
dropped by a loaded
 up Johnson 
right that Spencer claimed caught
 
his fighter flush on the nose. 
"I was more disappointed and 
stunned than 
hurt," the former San 
Jose City College middle 
linebacker  
said. 
"I thought to myself, I've got to 





to pain, before the fight, to his 
gridiron experience. 
"You  know when you get stuck 
(hit hard) in football," Espitia 
explained, "you've got to bounce 
right 
back  up again and play like it 
didn't bother you. That way it gives 
you the psychological edge, not him 
( opponent )." 
Besides cultivating mental 
toughness, Espitia said 
football also 
helped his 
"technique" in the ring. 
"When  guys try to play rough 
with me inside and up against the 
ropes," he explained, "I throw 
a 
forearm rip to get
 them ott me." 
This
 forearm rip helped Espitia
 
prevent Johnson from tying him up 
when he was 
scoring  heavily inside. 
However, it didn't help Espitia 
later in the second
 round after the 
knockdown, when Johnson found 
him with a wicked 
right hook, the 
impact of 
which scrambled the 
cracked lower jaw into fragments 
and sat him down on the third rope. 
"After
 a while my jaw got numb
 
and I 
couldn't see too 
well," Espitia 
explained. "I'd just 
come after him 






what little he 
remem-
bered  of the fight, 
Espitia
 said he 
had to rely heavily 
on his hearing. 
"If I heard him grunt, or the
 
crowd cheer
 when I hit 
him,"  
Espitia  recalled, "I 
knew
 I was 
hitting a vulnerable
 area and I'd go 
after  it." 
When Espitia went "after it" he 
scored mainly with 
double hooking 
combinations 
to the head and 
body  
of 
Johnson  and with powerful
 
straight
 and overhand 
rights.
 
"I know about 
those fluries of 
his," Calvin 
Walker,
 who missed 
Espitia's fight 
because he had to 
attend his 
father's wake after his 
own 
fight,  said of his stablemate. 
"We've sparred before." 
"I wish I could've seen that tiger 
( Espitia )  fight," Walker 
said 
disappointedly. "It 
must have been 
a war.
 He's got a lot of heart." 
Unfortunately, having a chance 
to show you have "a lot of heart" 
doesn't come free 
and  a masochistic 
stubborness can not "will" away 
physical 
damage.  
"The worst pain was at the end 
of the fight," Espitia said with a 
slight grimace of painful remem-
brance.
 
"When Gus took out my 
mouthpiece
 my jaw 
just  kind of fell 
apart." 
Pain, 
however,  was not the 
reason Espitia was crying when the 
referee raised his weary arm in 
victory at the announcing of the 
decision. 
They were tears
 of surprise, joy 
and frustratior
 
"I heard my 
brothers
 yelling 
somewhere in the background," 
Espitia said reflecting
 on the 
touching moment, "and I just 
remember crying because I was 
'Sometimes  I 













"But  I said 
to 
myself 'this





after  this. 
So I bit 
down  on iny
 
mouthpiece












 if not 




























shots  and 
use 
my strength 










could  never 
picture







"Sometimes  I feel
 like a 
clumsy ox 
compared to other 
boxers."  
It




stubborness  that 
allowed
 
him to stick to his fight 
plan despite 

















He had earned them. 
Now the big question 
...  was all 
that punishment





oak plaques with fancy
 lettering 
and gold plating? 
"It was 






a long thoughtful pause. "It 
was a great 




first time I've been to the Cow 
Palace."
 
As far as the future of Espitia's 
boxing career is concerned, he 
claims to have hung up the gloves. 
"I 
just  did it to keep in shape and 
see how  well I'd do," he said. "Now I 





Linda, is skeptical. 




quit,"  she said with 
a knowing smile, 
"but he's 
out there right
 now hitting 
the bag." 
W.edebday April la 















































































































































by Nancy Gibson 
Women 
are  born 
tainted with a feeling of 
inferiority they carry 
with
 




told  an 
audience of 
about 50 



















 try to 
absolve 














and  being 
"hooked on being right," 
she said. 





any  better 
























daughters of their places in 
society. The 
male child is 
taught  he is 
superior
 and 
the female child is taught 
she is innately inferior. 
The daughter goes on 
to have relationships with 
men in which they are 
searching for the "superior 
male" who will absolve 
them of their "taint," 
Wilson-Schaef said. 
When they find that one 
man isn't superior they 
leave that one and go on to 













then they begin to resent it 
and 
try to knock them 
down.
 
"When we do, we panic 
because who will 
absolve  
us of our taint. So we try to 
put them back up again and 
this isn't healthy





into private practice 
almost 15 years ago and 
women  began coming to 
her for therapy. 
"It is impossible for 
male therapists to know 
how deep a woman's 
feeling 

















































our  white 
male  system 
looks











spoken," she said. 
"We 
have




 have been helped to 
do that. 
"As long as we believe 
we 
are born with the 
. original sin and are in-
ferior, the only way to 
know our 
identities  is 
through
 male validation. 




ourselves," she said. "To 
deal with the system we 
have 
to
 know how men play 




Both the Santa Clara 
County Board of Super-
visors and the San Jose 
City Council have passed 
ordinances bawling any 
form of aerial spraying to 







Both plans were passed 
unanimously




 period of 
time for public
 hearing on 







became  the fourth city 
in the 





Palo  Alto and 
Sunnyvale




while Los Gatos did 
the 
same the day 
before San 
Jose. 
The supervisors passed 
the county ordinance 
Monday. 
The Palo 
Alto,  Los 
Gatos and San Jose or-
dinances are virtual 
carbon copies. They 
prohibit the release of 















































agricultural land with the 
owner's 
approval  is 
allowed, however. 
San Jose City Attorney 
Robert Logan warned 
council members that state 













 any local law." 
In that event, the or-





public  hearing system
 to 
be set up 
for  anyone 
who  











 spraying; the 
time 
it will take 
place;  the 

























mitigate any adverse 
impacts of the spraying. 
Upon filing the ap-
plication, a public
 hearing 
will be set up 
within 10 
days. Council members 

















 make a 
statement
 that is stronger 
than 































































CAMPUS MINISTRY Worship. 
Protestant,
 Sundays at 5 p.m.,
 
Roman Catholic, 
Sundays at II 
p.m., Episcopal. first and third 
Sundays at 4:30 p.m., at the 
Campus Christian Center, 100 S. 
10th SI. 
STUDENT AAAAAA Plan: Take
 
care of your moult and  teeth. 




brochures at A.S. Office or Info 
desk, or call 3714111. 
WANTED: BASEBALL cards, 
yearbooks 
and  World Series 




CASH Sm Dr. Lapin. Business 
Tower 763, or call 137-0111. 





... Give the gift only you can 







Call John at 44843131. 
THE SJSU Sierra Club is sponsoring 
a day hike to Las Trainees 
Regional Park on March I For 
information call Mitch 
14151 344-
1174 also a few spaces are 
available
 Inc the 
March  32-23 
ski 
trip to 





March  16, 
7:30 p.m., Guadalupe Room, 
Student Union. 
T. 
PAUL'S Methodist Church 
invites you to worship with us on 
Sundayrnornings at 430.
 430 S. 
10th
 SI. For information about 
The 
Young Adult group 
call  
Steve at at 3/74425 or Me 





Gals,  Goes  
ill. 
Special
   






Crafts People! Plan 
Is
 participate in the 
Student  




 items for 
revqw before 
April  3 535 entry 
fge plus IS percent of 
gross 
fumy. Call Judy, 




E EEEEE YI 
LONG
 leach? UCLA! 
San Jae
 Idea Matting for 
discussing  the possibility
 of 
bringing 
  Ity with 
Christian
 emphasis
 le SJSU, 


























 Dinettes Irons 
1114450.  
Bola/chair






























































 Nordic Slalom Ill? 











Radio,  $treet LiCenie, 
11,504/otier  





















COMPANIONS: HOURLY wage. 
Work 




evenIngs, or weekmds. No 
mperience
 needed. We Iran 
Call 164.2251 or 11311.01111. 
MANDARIN CHINESE tutor 





CA 10112,  
CRUISES: CLUB IN  
sailing expeditions! Needed: 
Sports I  , Of fic 
Personnel, Counselors. Europe, 
Caribbean, 
Worldwide!  Sum-









 3535 Watt 
Ave.. Sacramento, CA 01464. 
SUMMER
 RAFTING Jobs! $1,200 to 
03,600 I 
Training  provided' 








free  lob 
guide to Lake Tahoe, CA), to 
WHITEWATER, 253$ watt 
Am., 
Sacramento, CA 45140 
JOBS IN 
Alaska! Summer,  year 
round High pay,  5800 to 52,000 
per 
month All trekls Parks, 
Fisheries, Oil Industry and 





 guide, send 5400 
ALASCO, P0 Box 1337, san 
Jose. CA 13197, 10261 Sobel, Rd.. 
Saratoga, CA 05070. 
TRI-CHEM lIquid embroidery. 
Crafts Instructors wanted NO 
trivestment. we trawl Have fun 
while 
you earn
 Call Hazel at 
1464831







 camp ler 
living
 Judaism, In S. Calif. Call 
Jack Stein, 3354146. 
SALESMAN W   Part time 






ender. needed. Call Carton* 
Chabat147.4241tetw
 34 p.m. 
PAID VACATION I arn a disabled 


























WANTED FEMALE Asststant to 




female 22 hours per week at 
53 15 an 









the maim oil tom 
panes,
 we 
provide  our member customers 
with 
almost all of Mew yearly 
car maintenance tor free In the 





























Person 54 00.hr IIAM 
to
 IIPM 
or .2PM to 4PM Sourdough 
Eatery

























Needed:  School of Business 
  , April 
23,4:30.7:30 p.m.
 
Will pay $25, Call Joe Chevis, 
2124738 or C. Shambora, 277. 
2301. 
WAREHOUSE ASSISTANT, 
Russell's Furniture, 20 to 30 
hrs,wk, days, eves, wkends. 




 150 C. Rd., 
San Jost. 
NAVIGATOR (FEMALE)












Olson's Lodging Houses: 
Great guys and gals. 
Kitchen,
 







$50 to 540 per week 
shared, 170 to SO per week 
single
 202 S 11M St Off qe, 122 
N. Oh. 
St.  Call 11184223. 
OWN ROOM!! Live in balsysitter for 
working spline 
mother  Room 
and board plus bonus Call 
Renee  West al 218 0166 after 5 
P m 
APT. 
FOR  Rent 
$330 per ma.. 
SO S. 
10th St., 2 bdrms, 2 
bath. Call 
717-7554,
 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
 
WALK TO class from your apt! Very 
large, clean. 
quiet 1 bdrm, incl. 
"Gill Cable- across from OH. 
4305.4th,  5330 Furn,  295-053*,  
WALK TO 
campus?  Newly 
remodeled studios and 1 bdrm. 
wcpool from SUS
 onclkc....r.. gas 
and heat. 420S. 3rd. 
7944412,  
SPACIOUS APTS. avail. 2 bdrm, 
lb*. One 
blk  from SJSU, 
Security MM.'s aa  
, 
sundecks, B BO area, rec. room, 
free cable hook up and first 
mon111 
with move in before 4/1. 
4423 and $414/mo. 3e34453.  









SJSU. Non smoker. Avail. Apr. 
1.311-1622.
 
SHARE 2 Bedroom Apt. SJSU Gay. 
1200 Mo., SNP Deposit, 1/2 




 Non -Smoking 
Male to share 2
 





 plus 1,2 
utls. 
iv
 SO dep. Greg 
after 
m 





room in home el 
American
 




 1AN te SPM Soars 
a
 most. No Children 
or Pets 
ASK. All furnished 7 Ildrm 2 
bath. 
5315.00
 rent 531000 
deposit.
 1 Ildrm, I bath 5105 00 
incw 













 is OS 
group  rate,











girl who sits 
downstairs
 






































CAMPUS CHRISTIAN Center: 
Roman Catholic and P aaaaa tont 
campus ministries offer 
religious 
services,  study groups, 
smial events and counseling at  
300 S. 
10111
 St.. call 218-0204 Fr, 
Dan Derry, Sr Joan Panetta, 
Ms. Lynda DeManti, Rev Norb 
Firnimber, Rev. Peter Koop-
man. 





John Paulson Photography 
are 
expresser:on, of love Soft, 
elegant and 
untversally en. 











DONE while you wait for 
1040A and
 50A. Reliable. former 
business student. Cali 21041310. 
HOLISTIC
 YOGA w/Swami 
Niranian M 
thru Th, 7.9 p.m. 
Lecture, sa ?sang. discussiOn, 
Sun Sn 
p.m. 330 5 led, Suite C 
(2nd floor) 
For  rnformallon 









 ter weddings, 
parties  
or 






!Mations Ink .. Call colleen or 
Terri
 at 2111-3444 or 287-501e. 
FAST,




































































































HIT N' RUN, Wedding/  
Party Band. 
Top 40 MUSIC, appealing to
 
all 
ages.  5 member band available 
MM. Call Stuart at 2384765. 
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES 
composed. typeset, printed, 





PART AND Full -Time Work In 
Professional 
Cleaning  Service. 
54 56 Fir 2474732, 





 your next 
bridal 
shower  or bachelorette 
Party  










ilprn Loc nr Owes









 Mexico,  Hawaii, 
Africa, USA. International 
Identity
 
Card, Euratl, Br itra 







wide  map 
selection,  
books,  
backpacks and voltage con 
verters, Trip and
 Travel, 140W. 
San Carlos 
(next  to Main 
Public 
Library), 2 blocks from campus. 
Open 7 days. Mon. -Fro., 1-6, 
Sat.,  10.S. Sm., noon.S. Call 212-
1113.  
SUMMER STUDY M Peru. Earn up 
In
 7 units next summer. A total 
immersion 7 week experienCe in 
Peruvian Culture Contact Or, 
Hamilton,
 Foreign Lan EEEEE at 
277.2571:. 
WHITEWATER RAFT trips --
Discount prices in April! 15 
Percent
 off. For free 
brochure 
call 64114501 or wrote, Rollinson 





























































































additional  Ma 
add 
370 
$ 70 $ 








me. S 30 
00  10 
kno. 15 00 
 15 kn. 

































Lynn at 7311 
1114. 






North  Valley area
 
Call
 Mary Lou at 2634751. 
TYPING BY a 
professional.
 20 years 
experience.







 So. San 
Jose.
 Call Kathie et 571-1214. 
TYPING:  ONE Holub large mail 
lists, reports,




 prices. Call THE 
EXECUTIVES 





 typing and editing. 
Research
 papers, 










 Ird, No.873 











 typed  Page.
 Live 
year Ca 
m br tan$Los 
Oates  MM. 
Conscoentious.
 Call Pat at 354, 
20115 
EASYT Y PE TYPING 
Service. Fast, 
acc rrrrr professional. Word 
processing ayaileble. A cons 
mete typing
 service. Call 
240 
NIL 
TYPING THAT'S Tops. 
Experienced 
typist for term 
papers,  theses, etc Santa 
Clara 
mea. COI Tarty at 216-2087. 
LOS ALTOS/Palo Alto. Selectric II 
typing in my office. SI 
7S
 per 
double spaced page 
20 years 




TYPING TOP quality  
teed
 
IBM Correcting Selectrq II All 
work  proofed and edited for 





salute  sp. page 
53 per 





 1 arc I help 
wcset up) Cash only No cheeks 
please Remember The bit 
terness 
of
 poor quality remarns 
long after the 
sweetness
 01 a low 
price is forgotten. Call KITTY 
at 
735.3001  between  Sand
 
1014m 






 and fast. 
Rea Salable rates. Call 
20404. 
HAYMOND
 AND Tyson 
Secretarial  
Service. 
Fast,  accurate, 
proofed.  Typing 





4264224  between 
5:30  
and 10:30 p.m. 
TYPING 
FAST,  accurate and 
 ional. 
1.50/p9.  
Day/Eves.  Call 
KEY 
WACKERS, 141.1433




















wit weekday,  
IBM
 Electric. SI per page. 
40PM...hen. 2744457. 
PROF. TYPING services. IBM 
Selectric 
correctable.  110 wpm 
10 years experrence. All typing  
accepted! Call Jane at 251
 5142 
any time. $1.50
 per page, 
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL, Neat, 
Accurate. Theses, 
Reports.  
Resumes Choice of elements 
tncl, 
tech.  253.3015. 
TYPING: 
FAST,  Accurate and 
Professional Theses, Resume, 
Reports 
Deadlines  guaranteed. 
Reasonable rates
 IBM Selectric 
III Call Jan. 
723.1556,
 In San 
Jose 




Valley Area. SIM 





Cali  Elsie, 2544983. 
TYPING. IBM
 Electric. SI per page, 
E
diting. Mine: 2744457. 
TYPING - SLOG/dbl, spaced page. 
Quick turnoround,
 can pick up 
and deliver. Call 114-7084 
WORD PROCESSING - Urge 
reports,
 theses, etc. Save tins*, 
money and grief. Buslimis 
Service Center, No. 1s1  






















etc., IBM SC II,  Cynthia/S.C., 
2474433;




typing  at 
reasonable  rates. IBM 
Selectric
 
11 self -correctly's Pick up and 
delivery
 on campus 10 years 
exp. 




DAn a College IBM 
S0111C/many
 
type styles Si/dbl 
epee
 pg. Like any lob. good 


































 DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
San Jose State University 
San 
Jose, California 9 





Dradlotie  Two 
days
 punt
 to Mann 
Hinit 
























































































 and the 
Soviet  Union 
in 
the  1980s" 
tomorrow  at 4 
pm.





is the recent 
recipient of 
the  eighth 
President's  Annual Scholar
 
Award.
 The award was 
started by former
 SJSU 
President John Bunzel and 
is 




 by an SJSU 
professor





President  Gail 
Fullerton asked him to 
speak about the present 
political situation between 
the 
two nations, Anderson 
said. 
Copies of the speech 
will be available after it is 
made. 










in the world, 
explaining  
how







"I don't think that 
there'll be a war," he said. 
'Our trouble is that 

















































































today. Clear and 
warmer tomorrow. 
High will be 62 with a 
low of 45. Winds from 
the northwest. 
Forecast by the 
SJSU Meteorology 
Department. 
office, BASS and the San 
Jose Box
 Office for $8.50 
and
 $7.50. 
Bates said tickets 
for 
excellent seats are 
still 
available in the Business 
Office on the second level 
of the Student 
Union.  
Ambrosia is promoting 
its new
 album, "One 
Eighty," on this tour, 
which included a show last 













SAN JOSE ART 















Mon -Fri 9 















 is nearing 
the 
end,  its time for
 some
 serious 
celebrating  and some 
serious thinking 
We want to 






















Meet other grads and experienced 
nurses Learn about our 3 month long 
"New Graduate 
Orientation  Program" 
in July 
and September (ask about our 
Preceptorship)  and discover 
the 
difference that's bringing
 so many new 
grads to Peninsula,
 located in the 
San 
Francisco
 Bay Area 
Reserve
 
you,  place by 
calling 
Nurse  
Recruiter  collect at (415) 
697-4061,  











 Hospital & 
Medical 
Center  
1783  El Camino Real, 
Burlingame, CA 94010
 
0 Yes, I'm taking some time
 to 
celebrate my future Thanks. Peninsula, 










Number  of people in party 
0 No,  thanks for the 
invitation,
 but I won't be able to loin you
 Please 
send me information




Name   
Guest(s) 









   
Please
 









 a rollercoaster," 
he said.










for  nothing," 
he said. "We were 
the  most 
important power in 1945." 
The loss of 
that  power 
and superiority is 
the 
United  States' 
own doing, 
he said. 
Anderson, a native of 
Latvia on the 
Baltic
 coast, 
left eastern Europe under 
American protection at 
the 
end of World War II. 
Since then, he has 
visited the Soviet Union 





history of that nation. 
The archives 
are not 
open to the average 
foreigner, he said. 
Anderson 
has  also 
lectured on the subject in 
four continents and the 
West Indies. He has written 
14 books and 
more than 180 
articles, reviews
 and 
chapters for other 

















 by Prof. A. 
Starker Leopold at 









 is having a 
meeting at 
6 







 call Robin 
McNeil at 
298-4565. 
   
The 
Student  Health 
Service is 




seminar  at 11 
a.m.  today in 
the 
Student 
Union. For more 
information call
 Osa Odisse at 
277-7362.  
   
Greek Week will 
present
 a sing -off at noon today 
in the 
S.U. 
Amphitheatre.  A rush 
table  will be set up in 
front
 of 
the Student Union 
from
 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today. 
There  will 
be a toga party at 6:30 p.m.
 at Theta Chi or Sigma Nu. 
Admission 
will be 25 cents and togas are required. 
   
The Designers' Association will hold a meeting 
for 
any interested art majors today at 11:30 a.m. di Art 203. 
For further information, call Katie or leave message at 
279-9680.
 
   
The Akbayan
 Filipino 




meeting tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in the 
S.U. Guadalupe 
Room. Call Ray 
Sera  for further information at 
298-3752.
 
   
The 
Theatre  Arts 
115
 Mime Class 
will present 
a 
student mime show tomorrow at 3:30
 in  the Speech and 
Drama Studio Theatre, SD 103. Call Pam Matthew at 277-
3039 or 279-4575 for further 
information.  
   





 from noon to 12:30 at the Chapel of Reconciliation, 
10th and San Carlos streets. Call Norb Firnhaber at 298-
0204 for further information. 
   
Spartaguide announcements 

























 April 3-4 
& Friday 































:: 4th --$90.00 ** 































































Funded by the Associated 
Students  
